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Abstract: An integrated analysis is required to evaluate the performance of control algorithms used
in power take-off (PTO) systems for floating wave energy converters (FWECs). However, research
on PTO systems based on the existing hydraulic device has mainly focused on the input power
generation performance rather than on obtaining maximum power through hydraulic device-based
electrical load control. The power generation performance is analyzed based on the control variables
of the existing torque control algorithm (TCA); however, the amount of power generation for each
control variable changes significantly based on the cycle of wave excitation moments. This paper
proposes a control algorithm to obtain the maximum power by modeling a hydraulic-device-based
integrated FWEC. It also proposes a TCA that can obtain the maximum power regardless of the
period of wave excitation moment. The proposed TCA continuously monitors the power generation
output and changes the PTO damping coefficient in the direction in which the power generation
output can be increased. The proposed TCA increased the output power generation by up to 18%
compared to each PTO damping coefficient of the conventional TCA. Thus, the proposed method
results in higher power generation regardless of the wave excitation moment cycle and performs
better than the existing torque control algorithm.

Keywords: floating wave energy converter; hydraulic device; torque damping control algorithm;
power take-off system; power performance; power take-off force

1. Introduction

The concept of floating wave energy converters (FWECs) is based on the extraction
of wave energy using floating bodies in the sea. There are various types of FWECs [1–3]
such as the WaveStar, AquaBuoy, PowerBuoy, Pelamis, etc. In a FWEC, the floating body
is moved using wave energy, and the power take-off (PTO) system generates electricity
using the motion of the floating body. The major issue with a FWEC is that the movement
of the floating body caused by the waves is very slow, and it moves irregularly and in both
directions [1–4]. The results obtained from the Wavestar, a representative FWEC, show
that a bidirectional load torque of 1 MNm is required to extract an average of 27 kW of
electricity [4,5]. A wave energy converter has a factor of 10 or greater between the average
and peak power [6]. However, the peak power cannot simply be discarded, as it contributes
significantly to the overall production. Consequently, energy storage is required to store
the energy peaks and maintain the variability in the wave energy using an electrical energy
storage system and supercapacitor [7–9].

In relation to the implementation of the PTO system for a FWEC, a study was con-
ducted on a linear generator that was directly driven by the movement of a floating body.
However, owing to the slow speed of movement, the existing permanent magnet linear
generator inadvertently becomes very large. A conventional FWEC, such as the Wavestar,
requires a load force of 400 kN, and the air gap shear stress level of a conventional linear
generator is 20–25 kN/m2 [10]. In other words, even if the necessary support structure
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is ignored, the weight is too large to allow the implementation of a linear generator [11].
Methods that use mechanical transmission (a gearbox, etc.) have also been studied; how-
ever, the increase in size owing to the high gearing ratio and the characteristics of the
bidirectional motion made implementation difficult.

A hydraulic system is a suitable technology for implementing transmission for a FWEC.
It can control a high force at a low speed, while the small actuator (cylinder) can easily
control the movement in both directions. However, such systems can fail due to practical
problems with the design, manufacture and installation of the hydraulic PTO [12,13]. That
is, a hydraulic PTO can increase the complexity of the system.

The earliest hydraulic PTO system for the FWEC is shown in Figure 1a. The cylinder
functions as a pump, creating a bidirectional flow that drives the hydraulic motor. The
hydraulic motor drives the generator, which rotates in one direction only. However, for
the Wavestar FWEC in [14], various processes were applied to optimize the PTO from the
wave energy to grid power. At the optimum point, the overall PTO power conversion
efficiency was 65%, but it quickly dropped to 45% in small waves. However, the system
shown in Figure 1a has disadvantages, including the unavailability of energy storage and
smoothing. Therefore, a PTO system with a cylinder actuated by a manual pump for
constant pressure, as shown in Figure 1b, was used in [15,16], where energy smoothing was
performed using an accumulator. This allows hydraulic motors and generators to operate
at fairly constant loads, resulting in PTO efficiencies of up to 80%. However, the cylinder
is limited to providing a coulomb-like force load, which reduces the amount of absorbed
energy [17,18]. Therefore, the authors of [19,20] proposed a hydraulic transformer that can
control the force of the cylinder to overcome the coulomb-like force load. However, the
load efficiency of hydraulic transformers is poor because the two variable displacement
pumps/motors are in series.

In [21], the discrete control of hydraulic cylinders was applied. Mobile hydraulics
were investigated and the results indicated a promising increase in energy efficiency as
compared to conventional load-sensing systems. In addition, in [22], a PTO system using
two asymmetric cylinders was discussed, and the efficiency of controlling the force of the
cylinder using pressure movement was found to be between 88% and 94%, excluding the
friction of the cylinder. In [23], a hydraulic transmission with an accumulator for energy
smoothing operated at 70% efficiency. Similarly, in [24], a system similar to that in [22]
was proposed. Moreover, it was tested as a scale version capable of applying a torque of
16 kNm to the system [24,25]. The overall efficiency was estimated to fall in the range of
69% to 80%.

The maximum output control was analyzed through the electrical load control of the
power converter instead of the mechanical control, using the discrete displacement cylinder
system [19,26]. In these studies, the hydraulic transmission system described in [17,18]
was used. The load control method discussed in [17,18] is difficult to apply directly to
an actual system because only the theoretical load control is mentioned. In [27], the power
generation performance of a PTO system based on a hydraulic system was analyzed
through the load control of the power converter. The power generation performance
was analyzed by changing the control variable to adjust the PTO damping coefficient.
However, it was difficult to select the optimal PTO damping coefficient under irregular
input conditions; thus, a PTO damping coefficient that could increase output by changing
several control variables was selected. However, the amount of power generation varied
greatly depending on the wave excitation moment.

Therefore, this paper proposes a torque control algorithm (TCA) that continuously
monitors the output generation and changes the PTO damping coefficient in a direction
that increases the output generation. The proposed TCA compared the power genera-
tion performance with the conventional TCA, under the same input conditions, using
an integrated performance model of the FWEC. Because the power generation output
of the conventional TCA changes according to the change in the control variable, the
performance of the proposed algorithm was compared based on various control variables.
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2. Modeling of the Energy Conversion System and Existing Control Techniques
for FWECs
2.1. Composition and Classification of Energy Conversion System

A FWEC converts wave energy into relative linear motion or relative rotational motion.
In addition, the energy converter converts mechanical power into electrical power. The
energy conversion structure used in this study is shown in Figure 2. According to the wave
energy converter database of the Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EERE),
there are 34 energy conversion structures with technology readiness level (TRL) 5 or higher.
Among them, the most commonly used PTO system is the hydraulic system [27,28]. The
wave excitation moment variability is substantial owing to the characteristics of the FWEC,
which suggests the need for the development of an efficient and reliable PTO system for
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energy converters. Therefore, because the hydraulic system of the FWEC is suitable for
stable power generation, it was used as the PTO system in this study.
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Figure 2. Configuration diagram and control method of the energy conversion system of a floating
wave energy converter (FWEC).

The following studies were conducted on the control method of FWECs. The main
purpose of such control methods in an FWEC is to generate an optimal PTO force set
value [29]. In the early days of control studies, in order to avoid the difficulties of im-
plementing feedback control, the passive load of the linear damping of the PTO [30] or
resistive loading was used [31]. The authors of [32] analyzed the kinetic effect of FWEC
according to the force of the PTO; that is, the effect of the PTO damping factor on power
absorption was analyzed. Another study on real-time PTO attenuation control increased
the output efficiency from 21% to 65% by varying the PTO attenuation coefficient to the
wave excitation moment [33]. Among these real-time controls, in [34] a non-linear control
was implemented by configuring the control considering both the resistive and reactance
components of the PTO force. The authors of [35] applied latching control to achieve
resonance of FWEC, thus increasing the efficiency of the device. However, when there
was no device speed, an external energy source was required. Wu et al. [36] quantified
the results of latching control. Furthermore, more recently, model predictive control was
applied due to its ability to process linear and non-linear models [37]. However, further
research is still needed depending on the optimization problem. In conclusion, studies
on various control strategies to adjust the PTO damping coefficient for the FWEC control
method have been conducted. However, there is a lack of research on applying the control
method to the actual PTO system (hydraulic system, generator, power converter). In this
study, a control technique applied to a practical PTO system is presented.

The configuration of the FWEC was as follows. The float used a Salter’s duck and
converted wave energy into pitch motion. The pitch motion of the floating body was
converted into bidirectional rotational motion using a rotary vane pump. As shown in
Figure 2, a study using a conventional piston pump was conducted, but the piston pump
had a relatively low efficiency as compared to the rotary vane pump. The bidirectional
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flow generated by the rotary vane pump was converted into a unidirectional flow through
the check valve. The flow from the check valve flows to the accumulator and hydraulic
motor, and the flow to the hydraulic motor and the accumulator were determined using the
electrical torque. The rotational speed of the generator was determined based on the flow
rate of the hydraulic motor. However, the current of the power converter was controlled to
control the load and obtain the maximum power with respect to the rotational speed. In
other words, it is possible to obtain the maximum amount of power generation through
appropriate load current control, based on the wave excitation moment.

Furthermore, the control method of the FWEC was divided into parts for the mechani-
cal and electrical systems, as shown in Figure 2. The mechanical system control was divided
into a maximum power point tracking (MPPT) control to absorb the maximum power, and
rating control for the protection of the mechanical system. Additionally, the control for the
electrical system uses the PWM control method to control the implementation of the MPPT
control and rating control. In this paper, we conducted a study on an MPPT control that
can obtain maximum power, and the specific load control algorithm is described in detail
in the next section.

2.2. Energy Conversion System Modeling

A hydraulic system was used as a suitable PTO system for the FWEC because it
provides low speed and high torque. In particular, it can generate stable power using
an accumulator, even with irregular wave energy. Figure 3 summarizes the FWEC energy
conversion system modeling.
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The flow rate generated by the rotary vane pump using the pitch angle of the floating
body, θpitch can be expressed as follows:

ωpitch =
d
dt

θpitch (1)

Qpump = Dpump ∗ωpitch (2)

The pitch angle of the floating body moves according to the wave excitation moment,
but is also affected by the PTO force generated by the hydraulic system, which is given by

FPTO = Dpump ∗ (PH − PL) ∗ sign(ωpitch) (3)

The flow generated by the rotary vane pump is bidirectional and can be converted
into a unidirectional flow through a check valve, as follows:

Qcheck =
∣∣Qpump

∣∣ (4)
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The flow rate of the check valve is the sum of the flow rates of the accumulator and
hydraulic motor.

Qcheck = Qaccu + Qmotor (5)

The hydraulic system circuit pressure can be calculated based on the accumulator flow
rate, which in turn impacts the change in the accumulator volume. The pressure increases
based on the chain reactions. The change in pressure based on the accumulator flow rate
can be calculated as follows:

Vaccu =
∫

Qaccudt (6)

PH =
PH_pre

(Vaccu/Vaccu_pre)
γ (7)

Because the accumulator pressure is equal to the pressure in the circuit, the pressure
of the hydraulic motor can also be calculated based on the pressure of the accumulator.
Therefore, the mechanical torque of the hydraulic motor is calculated as follows:

Tm = Dmotor ∗ (PH − PL) (8)

The dynamic state of the hydraulic motor was modeled using the mechanical torque
of the hydraulic motor, electrical torque of the generator, and mechanical friction:

d
dt

ωmotor = 1/J(Tm − Te − Tf ric) (9)

The rotational speed of the hydraulic motor was impacted by the electrical torque;
hence the flow rate of the hydraulic motor can be calculated using rpm as follows:

Qmotor = Dmotor ∗ωmotor (10)

That is, the rotational speed and flow rate of the hydraulic motor change according to
the electrical load, and the flow rate of the accumulator changes according to Equation (5),
thereby changing the pressure in the circuit. In turn, the pressure in the circuit affects the
movement of the floating body, according to Equation (3), which affects the overall amount
of power generation.

Because the PMSG is directly connected to the hydraulic motor, the mechanical
dynamic state of PMSG can be expressed using Equation (9); that is, the magnitude of
the output voltage of the generator based on the angular velocity of the PMSG can be
calculated as follows:

Vmag = ke ∗ωmotor (11)

In addition, in the case of a three-phase balanced system, the instantaneous power
(Pe) output by the PMSG can be expressed as

Pe =
3
2
(Vsdisd + Vsqisq) (12)

If the loss due to the resistance is miniscule, the Pe of the generator can be expressed as

Pe =
3
2
[
ωeΨpmisq −ωe(Lsd − Lsq)isdisq

]
(13)

Because the permanent magnet synchronous generator considered in this paper uses
the rotor-type structure, Lsd and Lsq are the same; hence, Equation (13) can be rearranged
as follows:

Pe =
3
2

ωeΨpmisq (14)
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Using the relationship between the power and torque, the electrical torque (Te) can be
calculated as:

Te =
Pe

ωm
=

3
2

ωeΨpmisq

ωm
=

3
2

NpΨpmisq (15)

The electrical angular frequency (ωe) is equal to the number of dipoles of the rotor
(Np) and the angular velocity of the hydraulic motor (ωm). From Equation (15), it can be
observed that the electrical torque is proportional to the stator q-axis current. The stator
q-axis current for the electrical torque can be controlled through the current controller of
the power converter.

2.3. Conventional Maximum Power Control for Floating Wave Energy Converter

According to the characteristics of the FWEC, it is necessary to absorb a large amount
of wave excitation moment to increase the amount of power generation. This is because
the efficiency of the energy conversion system is relatively high. The absorbed power of
a FWEC can be calculated using the motion of the floating body and the force of the PTO.
There is a portion that becomes the maximum power point for the absorbed power as the
motion of the floating body changes according to the force of the PTO. The PTO force of
the hydraulic transmission system is proportional to the pressure in the circuit, and it can
be calculated using Equation (3).

A TCA was applied to the load control algorithm for maximum power control of
a FWEC. Torque control can yield the maximum power using the PTO force to satisfy
the FWEC resonance condition [22]. To obtain the maximum power, the wave must have
a resonance frequency, in which case the wave frequency can be expressed as:

ωwave = ωreson =
√

Aρg/(M + µ(ω)). (16)

When the wave frequency satisfies Equation (16), the power absorbed by the floating
body can be summarized as

Pabs =
1
2

Bpto|Fexc|2/
{

Brad(ω) + Bvis + Bpto
}2. (17)

For the absorbed power to be the maximum power, the following equation must
be satisfied:

d
dt

Pabs =
1
2
|Fexc|2

Brad(ω) + Bvis − Bpto{
Brad(ω) + Bvis + Bpto

}3 (18)

d
dt

Pabs = 0. (19)

Using Equations (18) and (19), the PTO damping factor for the maximum power can
be summarized as:

Bpto(ω) = Brad(ω) + Bvis. (20)

The optimal PTO damping coefficient in the resonance period can be expressed, but the
PTO damping coefficient changes for every period as shown in Figure 4. Figure 4a shows
the optimal PTO damping coefficient for each period. Figure 4b presents the output power
generation performance obtained using the optimal PTO damping coefficient for each
period and the PTO damping coefficient of the resonance period. Because the input wave
energy is an irregular input condition, changing the PTO damping coefficient according to
the input wave energy period is not feasible. Therefore, the conventional TCA controls the
load by using the optimum PTO damping coefficient in the resonance period.
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If the loss of the PTO system is not considered, the mechanical power can be expressed
as the movement of the floating body and the PTO force:

Pm = FPTO ∗ωpitch. (21)

The PTO force can be written as follows, if expressed as a simplified model using the
PTO damping coefficient:

FPTO = BPTO ∗ωpitch. (22)

As shown in Equation (21), if the mechanical power is expressed using the optimal
PTO damping coefficient calculated to obtain the maximum power, it can be written as:

Pm_opt = BPTO_opt ∗ (ωpitch)
2. (23)

If the above equation is expressed using the rotary vane pump volume, hydraulic
motor volume, and rpm of the hydraulic motor, it can be written as

Pm_opt = BPTO_opt ∗ (
Dmotor

Dpump
)

2
ωmotor

2. (24)

Using the relationship between the torque and power, the optimum mechanical torque
can be calculated as follows:

Tm_opt =
Tm_opt

ωmotor
= BPTO_opt ∗ (

Dmotor

Dpump
)

2
ωmotor (25)

kopt = BPTO_opt ∗ (
Dmotor

Dpump
)

2
. (26)

The electrical torque reference value for obtaining the maximum output can be calcu-
lated as

T∗e = Tm_opt = kopt ∗ωmotor. (27)

However, under irregular wave input conditions, the optimal PTO damping coefficient
may include components of various periods, rather than the resonance period. Therefore,
because the conventional TCA applies the damping coefficient value in the resonance
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period, the amount of output generation is less than that of the control considering all
periods, as shown in Figure 4b. Consequently, in this paper, we conducted a study on
a TCA that can overcome this problem.

3. Proposed Control Method for Floating Wave Energy Converter

In the conventional TCA, the maximum power control can be obtained only when
the PTO damping coefficient is appropriately selected according to the cycle of the wave
excitation moment. However, because the wave excitation moment has irregular character-
istics, it includes components of various periods. It is difficult to change the PTO damping
coefficient according to the period of the wave excitation moment, hence the conventional
TCA is a limited in regard to obtaining the maximum output power.

Therefore, this paper proposes a TCA that can follow the maximum output power
according to the change in the input wave energy period. It is impossible to apply the PTO
damping coefficient by measuring the period of wave excitation moment, which is why
we chose to change the PTO damping coefficient based on monitoring the output power
generation. That is, the maximum output power can be obtained by changing the PTO
damping coefficient such that the output energy can be increased. Unlike the conventional
TCA, which applies a single PTO damping coefficient, the PTO damping coefficient can
be changed to continuously monitor the output power generation in order to increase its
volume. Figure 5 shows a flowchart of the proposed TCA.
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Figure 5. Flowchart of the proposed TCA.

Figure 6 shows the power absorbed by the FWEC based on the PTO force. There is
an optimal point at which the absorbed power is maximized. In other words, to obtain the
maximum power, the PTO force that is proportional to the circuit pressure of the energy
converter must be controlled. The circuit pressure changes according to the PTO damping
coefficient of the TCA. That is, the conventional TCA cannot converge to an optimal point
if an appropriate PTO damping coefficient is not applied. Therefore, the proposed TCA
changes the PTO damping coefficient using the average output amount of the output
energy for a certain time, to follow the optimal point based on the wave excitation moment.
In the proposed algorithm, when the PTO damping coefficient increases, the pressure
in the circuit increases, and the PTO force increases. Similarly, when the PTO damping
coefficient decreases, the pressure in the circuit and the PTO force also decreases. Based
on this principle, as shown in Figure 6, if the average output for a certain period of time
increased from the previous average output, the PTO attenuation coefficient was changed
in the existing direction to converge to the optimal value. Conversely, if the average output
for a certain period of time decreased as compared to the previous average output, the
PTO attenuation coefficient was changed in the opposite direction to the existing trend to
converge to the optimal value. Unlike the conventional TCA, it follows the optimal point
by changing the PTO damping coefficient according to the wave excitation moment cycle.
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4. Results

The conventional TCA and the proposed TCA were compared through hydraulic-
system-based PTO system modeling. The movement of the floating body in the same
wave conditions changed in response to the PTO system characteristics based on the MPPT
algorithm, and the overall power generation performance changed accordingly. Through
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis, we applied the motion of the floater under
the electric load control, as shown in Figure 7a.

Simulations were performed under regular wave conditions, and the power generation
performance was compared based on the change in the MPPT algorithm for each set of
wave conditions. Figure 8b shows a block diagram of the simulation.

The input condition of the regular wave simulation was compared with the output
performance when the period was changed while the wave height was 0.75 m. In the input
condition, the pitch angle and absorption power of the floating body based on the load
change for each period were calculated using CFD under the 0.75 m wave height condition,
as shown in Figure 8 [38].

Figure 8 shows the change in the pitch angle of the floating body and the amount of
absorbed power based on the PTO force acting on the floating body. A load that yielded
the optimal power generation also occurred as the PTO force increased and the float
motion decreased.
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The power generation performance was compared by applying the proposed TCA
and the conventional TCA for maximum power control under the input conditions given
below. Based on this, a maximum power control algorithm that is suitable for a hydraulic
system-based PTO system was derived. The simulation execution time was 1000 s so that
the regular wave characteristics could be understood.

Figure 9 shows the motion of the floating body based on the circuit pressure of the
hydraulic system as a result of applying each algorithm, and the PTO force acting on
the floating body. The PTO damping coefficient of the conventional TCA was compared
by applying a damping coefficient (kopt = 1.5). The conventional TCA had a higher PTO
force value because the pressure in the circuit was higher than that of the proposed
TCA; consequently, it can be observed that the motion of the floating body was slightly
reduced. This confirmed that the pressure in the circuit changes based on the PTO damping
coefficient, and subsequently, the motion of the floating body and the PTO force also
changes. In conclusion, an optimal PTO damping coefficient is required to control the
motion of the floating body to obtain the maximum output. The proposed TCA changes the
PTO damping coefficient to increase the power generation output. As shown in Figure 9,
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the PTO force value is low because it converges to a lower torque coefficient than the
conventional TCA.
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Figure 9. Floating body motion and PTO force based on the conventional TCA and the proposed
TCA (H = 0.75 m, T = 4.75 s).

Figure 10 shows the characteristics of the hydraulic system based on the movement of
the floating body. These characteristics indicate the pressure in the circuit, the flow rate of
the hydraulic motor, and the mechanical and electrical torque. In the conventional TCA,
the flow rate to the hydraulic motor was reduced because the pressure in the circuit was
high. It can be observed that more flow was introduced into the accumulator to increase
the pressure in the circuit. Consequently, it was confirmed that the torque of the hydraulic
motor is also high in conventional TCA. Because the proposed TCA continuously changes
the PTO damping coefficient in terms of output power generation, it converges to a lower
PTO damping coefficient than the conventional TCA. Thereby, it was confirmed that the
proposed TCA has low pressure in the circuit and a low torque of the hydraulic motor.

Figure 11 shows the power generation for each algorithm, which was compared using
a power generator. Unlike the conventional TCA, the proposed TCA continuously monitors
the output power to change the PTO damping coefficient, such that it can obtain higher
power generation than a single PTO damping coefficient. Thus, if a fixed PTO damping
coefficient is used, the power generation changes based on the period of the wave excitation
moment, and the variations in the power generated are very large.

Figure 12 shows the motion of the floating body based on the circuit pressure of
the hydraulic system, and the PTO force acting on the floating body when the wave
excitation moment period is increased. A comparison was performed by applying the
same PTO damping coefficient (kopt = 1.5) as shown in Figure 9 for the conventional TCA.
The conventional TCA has a higher PTO force value because the pressure in the circuit is
higher than that in the proposed TCA. Subsequently, it can be observed that the motion of
the floating body is slightly reduced. However, the proposed TCA adjusts the PTO force to
produce the maximum output by changing the PTO damping coefficient according to the
period of wave excitation moment.

Figure 13 shows the characteristics of the hydraulic system for each algorithm. The
characteristics of the hydraulic system include the pressure in the circuit, flow rate of the
hydraulic motor, and the mechanical and electrical torque. As discussed above, in the
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conventional TCA, the pressure in the circuit became high, and the PTO force increased
accordingly. Additionally, the rotational speed of the hydraulic motor decreased as the
pressure increased. However, the proposed TCA increased the rotational speed of the
hydraulic motor by lowering the pressure in the circuit, as compared to the conventional
TCA. In conclusion, the proposed TCA is a more efficient method to absorb the maximum
power changes in the PTO damping coefficient to obtain higher power.
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Figure 14 shows the power generation characteristics of each algorithm. Their respec-
tive power generation was compared through generator power generation, as shown in
Figure 11. Although the period of wave excitation moment was changed, the proposed
TCA continuously monitored the output power and changed the PTO damping coefficient.
That is, when a fixed PTO damping coefficient was used, as in the case of conventional TCA,
the output power changed slightly according to the period of wave excitation moment,
and the output power was greatly reduced, as compared to the proposed TCA.

Figure 15 shows the power generation characteristics for each algorithm based on
the change in the wave excitation moment period. Because the conventional TCA uses
a fixed PTO damping coefficient regardless of the change in the wave excitation moment
period, maximum power can only be obtained by determining the optimal PTO damping
coefficient, but it may not be possible to do so for each period under irregular input
conditions. However, because the proposed TCA changes the PTO damping coefficient
in the direction that facilitates an increase in power generation by monitoring, it always
obtained a higher power generation output than the conventional algorithm. In conclusion,
as shown in Figure 15, the proposed method was able to obtain higher power generation
than the conventional TCA in all wave excitation moment periods.

Figure 16 shows the change in the PTO damping coefficient of the conventional algo-
rithm, and the power generation of the proposed algorithm based on the change in the
wave excitation moment period. The power generation for each PTO damping coefficient
of the conventional TCA, and the power generation of the proposed TCA, were compared
according to the change in the wave excitation moment period. The PTO damping coef-
ficients of the conventional TCA were 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2, respectively. This was compared
to the PTO damping coefficients of the proposed TCA. In the conventional TCA, it was
confirmed that the PTO damping coefficient that obtains the maximum power generation
varies according to the wave excitation moment period. However, because the conven-
tional TCA applies a fixed PTO damping coefficient, the power generation significantly
changes based on the wave excitation moment period. Conversely, the proposed method
continuously monitors the power generation, and changes the PTO damping coefficient
in the direction of increasing power generation; thus, it was confirmed that a high level
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of power was always generated, regardless of the wave excitation moment period. In
conclusion, as summarized in Figure 16 a comparison of the mean output power of each
PTO damping coefficient of the conventional TCA with the mean output power of the
proposed TCA in various wave excitation moment periods, shows that the proposed TCA
has the largest and an 18% higher power generation output.
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5. Conclusions

The hydraulic system is mainly used for FWECs because it facilitates the control of
low speed and high torque. A control algorithm to obtain maximum power is required
because the wave energy converter has highly variable wave excitation moments; however,
there are still only a few conventional studies on a control algorithm to obtain maximum
power. Therefore, this paper proposes a control algorithm to obtain the maximum power
by modeling a hydraulic system-based integrated wave energy converter. Although the
power generation performance analysis was conducted based on the control variables of
the conventional TCA, the output power generation for each control variable changed
significantly depending upon the period of wave excitation moment. Therefore, this paper
proposes a TCA that can obtain the maximum power regardless of the period of wave
excitation moment. The proposed TCA continuously monitors the power generation output
and changes the PTO damping coefficient in the direction that facilitates an increase in the
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power generation output. The proposed TCA increased the output power generation by up
to 18% compared to each PTO damping coefficient of the conventional TCA. In conclusion,
the proposed method obtained higher power generation, regardless of the wave excitation
moment period, as compared to the conventional TCA.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

ωpitch, θpitch Angle and angular velocity of pitch motion
Qpump Flow rate of the pump
Dpump Pump volume
FPTO Power take off force
PH , PL High and low pressure in hydraulic circuit
Qcheck, Qaccu, Qmotor Flow rate in hydraulic circuit: check valve, accumulator, hydraulic motor
Vaccu Accumulator volume
PH_pre Initial pressure of the accumulator
Vaccu_pre Initial volume of the accumulator
Tm Hydraulic motor torque
Dmotor Hydraulic motor volume
ωmotor Angular speed of hydraulic motor
Te Electrical torque of generator
Tf ric Friction force of hydraulic motor
Vmag back electromotive force of the generator
ke Back EMF constant of generator
Pe Electrical power of the generator
J Inertia of the hydraulic motor and generator
Vsd , Vsq d-q voltage of generator
Lsd, Lsq d-q inductance of generator
id, iq d-q current of generator
Ψpm Generator flux linkage
ωe Electrical angular frequency
Rs Phase resister of generator
Np Number of generator pole pair
ωwave Period of input wave energy
ωreson Resonance period of input wave energy
Pabs Input absorption power
Bpto Power take-off damping factor
kopt Torque damping factor
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Vdc , Idc Output DC voltage, current
∆k Torque damping coefficient change
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